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A real-space quantum transport simulator for graphene nanoribbon 共GNR兲 metal-oxidesemiconductor field-effect transistors 共MOSFETs兲 has been developed and used to examine the
ballistic performance of GNR MOSFETs. This study focuses on the impact of quantum effects on
these devices and on the effect of different type of contacts. We found that two-dimensional 共2D兲
semi-infinite graphene contacts produce metal-induced-gap states 共MIGS兲 in the GNR channel.
These states enhance quantum tunneling, particularly in short channel devices, they cause Fermi
level pinning and degrade the device performance in both the ON-state and OFF-state. Devices with
infinitely long contacts having the same width as the channel do not indicate MIGS. Even without
MIGS quantum tunneling effects such as band-to-band tunneling still play an important role in the
device characteristics and dominate the OFF-state current. This is accurately captured in our
nonequilibrium Greens’ function quantum simulations. We show that both narrow 共1.4 nm width兲
and wider 共1.8 nm width兲 GNRs with 12.5 nm channel length have the potential to outperform
ultrascaled Si devices in terms of drive current capabilities and electrostatic control. Although their
subthreshold swings under forward bias are better than in Si transistors, tunneling currents are
important and prevent the achievement of the theoretical limit of 60 mV/dec. © 2007 American
Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2775917兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Graphite-related materials such as fullerenes, graphene,
and carbon nanotubes have generated considerable interest
due to their unique electronic and optoelectronic properties.
It has been demonstrated that carbon nanotubes 共CNTs兲 exhibit quasiballistic conduction and can operate as
transistors,1 light emitters,2,3 and sensors.4 Similarly, twodimensional 共2D兲 graphene 共i.e., a monolayer of graphite兲
sheets have been shown to possess very high carrier mobility.
Unlike CNTs, the metallic nature of this material with zero
band gap limits the use of 2D graphene sheets as semiconductor devices. Recently, graphene sheets have been patterned into narrow nanoribbons.5,6 Due to quantum confinement, graphene nanoribbons 共GNRs兲 acquire a band gap,
which depends on their width and orientation relative to the
graphene crystal structure.7,8 Similar to CNTs, both semiconducting and metallic properties can be achieved by armchair
graphene nanoribbons 共GNRs兲 and zigzag GNRs,7,8 respectively. Field-effect tannsistor 共FET兲 type devices based on
armchair GNRs have been studied both experimentally9 and
theoretically.8,10,11 Recent studies using a semiclassical transport model predicted that GNR metal-oxide-semiconductor
field-effect transistors 共MOSFETs兲 might outperform traditional Si MOSFETs 共Ref. 8兲 and could have a competitive
a兲
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ON-current performance compared with CNT MOSFETs.11
However, little is known about the role of quantum effects in
GNR MOSFET device performance.12 In particular, quantum
effects such as tunneling, can play an important role by reducing the ratio of ION to IOFF, and increase the subthreshold
slope, thus degrade the device performance.
In this article, we present a full real-space quantum
transport simulator based on the nonequilibrium Green’s
function 共NEGF兲 approach, self-consistently coupled to a
three-dimensional 共3D兲 Poisson’s solver for the treatment of
electrostatics. We study the effect of the contacts on armchair
GNR devices by considering both “one-dimensional 共1D兲”
contacts 共of width equal to that of the channel兲, and “2D”
semi-infinite contacts. 共By 1D, we mean infinitely long contacts having the same width as the channel. By 2D, we mean
an infinitely long contact that is much wider than the channel.兲 We found that in the case of 2D contacts, metal-induced
gap states 共MIGS兲 form, and produce localized states in the
middle of the band gap. These levels pin the Fermi level and
contribute to tunneling when the channel is short, therefore
degrading the device performance. Armchair GNR
MOSFETs with 1D contacts display a clear band gap with no
MIGS and are the main focus of this study.
We consider two GNR channels, a narrow one of 1.4 nm
width and a wider one of 1.8 nm width. The channel length
of the devices considered is 12.5 nm. The subthreshold slope
共SS兲 of these two GNR MOSFETs is around 65 mV/decade
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and 70 mV/decade respectively. The drain-induced-barrierlowering 共DIBL兲 is 30 mV/V and 53 mV/V respectively,
which is smaller than the theoretically expected value of a
double gate 10 nm scale Si MOSFET.13 The reason for this
performance enhancement in the GNR MOSFET case can be
attributed to the nature of the GNR device, which consists of
a single monolayer of carbon atoms 共an ultimate ultrathin
body, double gate MOSFET兲. The electrostatic control of
such a device can be superior to other planar transistors,
since it eliminates any degrading 2D electrostatic effects associated with the finite body thickness. The subthreshold
slope of 60 mV/decade 共fundamental thermal limit at room
temperature兲, however, cannot be achieved in this operation
mode. The light effective mass of GNRs, in combination
with their small band gap and the short channel length, enhance carrier tunneling through the barrier from the source to
the drain. This effect degrades the OFF-state device performance. On the other hand, this tunneling process can be utilized in other operating schemes, such as in band-to-bandtunneling 共BTBT兲 devices. The subthreshold slope of the
band-to-band-tunneling CNT MOSFET has been demonstrated to be smaller than the fundamental thermal limit.14,15
Based on our simulations, the GNR MOSFETs may also be
candidates for BTBT device applications.

II. APPROACH

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Density of states and transmission of an infinite 2D
graphite sheet vs energy/ , where  is the  orbital coupling of a tightbinding model. 共Obtained by using the recursive surface Green’s function
approach.兲 The results are in a good agreement with Ref. 18.

DOSS共D兲共E兲 = 共1/2兲G⌫S共D兲G+ ,

A quantum transport simulator based on nonequilibrium
Greens’ function 共NEGF兲 formalism as described by Datta16
coupled to a 3D Poisson solver is used. The Poisson equation
is solved in 3D coordinates using the method of moments
共boundary element method兲.17 In the quantum transport
model, the device structure is described by a Hamiltonian,
HD, using a simple -orbital nearest-neighbor tight-binding
model.18 Electron-electron interactions are accounted by the
self-consistent potential, , calculated by the Poisson solver.
In the next section we describe these two parts of the simulation process in detail.
Quantum transport simulation: The Hamiltonian of the
device is expressed using a  orbital nearest-neighbor tight
binding 共TB兲 approximation in the form

+
兲, is the broadening due to the
where ⌫S共D兲 = i共⌺S共D兲 − ⌺S共D兲
source/drain contacts. The electron correlation function is
computed by

Gn共E兲 = G⌺inG+ ,

共1兲

ij

where the first term in the brackets 共corresponding to coupling between orbitals兲 is nonzero only the nearest neighbor
atoms and is zero for i = j 共on-site interaction兲.8 The coupling
parameter is taken to be t = −3 eV 共Ref. 18兲 which accurately
produces the band structure of graphene. The term, D, is the
self-consistent electrostatic potential calculated by the
Poisson solver. The Green’s function is then determined by
G共E兲 = 关共E + i0+兲I − HD − ⌺S − ⌺D兴−1 ,

共2兲

where I is the identity matrix, ⌺S and ⌺D are the self-energies
for the left 共source兲 and right 共drain兲 reservoirs. The local
density of states resulting from the source/drain injected
states is calculated using

共4兲

where, in the ballistic case, the in-scattering function
corresponding to the contacts is determined by
in
共E兲 = ⌫S共D兲共E兲f共E , EFS共D兲兲, using the corresponding
⌺S共D兲
Fermi distribution function of each reservoir. The charge
density is calculated by integrating the electron correlation
function Gn共E兲 in energy as16,19,20

j = e

冕

⬁

−⬁

HD = 兺 共t兩i典具j兩 − qD␦ij兲,

共3兲

dE n
G 共E兲.
2 j

共5兲

After convergence, the current is calculated by16,19,20
I j→j+1 =

ie
h

冕

−⬁

−⬁

dE
关H j,j+1Gnj+1,j共E兲 − H j+1,jGnj,j+1共E兲兴.
2
共6兲

The self-energies, ⌺S and ⌺D, for the left and right reservoirs are calculated using the Sancho-Rubio iterative
method,21 and describe the effect of infinite length reservoirs.
Using the NEGF approach, the density of states,
DOS共E兲, and transmission, T共E兲, for an infinite graphene
sheet are first calculated. The inset of Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the partition of the device into the channel 共an elementary lattice cell consisting of two atoms in this case兲
and the contacts. The DOS共E兲 and T共E兲 are also shown.
There is excellent agreement between these results and pre-
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doubles兲. In the case of the ribbons, however, this is not the
case since the electronic properties of the ribbon are a sensitive function of its width. The method of moments is a
suitable method for treating the electrostatics of these type of
devices.
The charge and the potential are separated into the
graphene-device 共nD , ⌽D兲 and the gate/source/drainboundary 共nB , ⌽B兲 parts. Grid points are placed only on the
regions of the structure on which charge can reside. For the
boundary, these are only the surfaces of the source, drain and
gate electrodes. Device grid points are placed on all the
graphene atoms, on which charge can reside. The elements
on the boundary surfaces are assumed to be rectangles with
differential element ⌬S, and the elements of the device
共graphene sheet兲 are circles with radius Reff 共0.2 nm used in
this study兲. The charge distribution is assumed to be composed of point charges in the center of the differential element. The potential at the boundary and device is related to
the charge density in the structure by

再 冎
⌽D
⌽B

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 共a兲 and 共d兲 Schematics of the top view of the device
structures for 1D and 2D contacts, respectively. 共b兲, 共c兲 Transmission coefficient and density of states, respectively, vs energy of a 1.4 nm wide GNR
with 1D contacts showing the perfect 1D transmission and DOS. 共e兲, 共f兲
Transmission coefficient and density of states, respectively, vs energy of a
1.4 nm GNR with 2D infinite contacts 共semi-infinite graphene sheet兲.

vious studies,18 which demonstrates that the computed selfenergy gives an accurate description of an infinitely extended
reservoir. In this work, we implement two types of boundary
conditions depending on the nature of the contacts that we
want to employ. Specifically, the first type is the 1D contacts,
where we assume that the nanoribbon extends to infinity having the same width as in the channel. The second case is the
2D contact case, in which we assume that the contact is a 2D
semi-infinite graphene sheet connected to the channel as indicated in the schematics of Fig. 2. There are two signature
differences between 1D contact and 2D contact GNR devices. Due to the interface mismatch in the 2D contact case,
strong oscillations appear in T共E兲 and DOS共E兲. The effect
decreases if the channel length 共L兲 is much larger than its
width 共W兲. Moreover, in the 2D contact case, a localized
state in the middle of the band gap appears due to the metallic contact behavior of the graphene sheet 共MIGS兲. When
the channel is long enough, these states are localized at the
interface and do not contribute to current. However, they can
still cause Fermi level pinning and degrade the device performance.
3D Poisson equation: We employ a 3D electrostatics solution for the device using the method of moments 共boundary
element method兲.17,22 A three-dimensional treatment is necessary in our case because there is no obvious symmetry in
the structure that can reduce the treatment of the device to a
lower dimensionality with reasonable approximations. The
main difference between nanoribbon devices and conventional Si MOSFETs is that in the Si MOSFET the width of
the channel alters the transport properties of the MOSFET in
a trivial way 共i.e., if the width is doubled, the current

= K共r;r⬘兲

再 冎 冋 册再 冎
nD
nB

=

A B
C D

nD
,
nB

共7兲

where K is the electrostatic Kernel of the device geometry
under examination. The matrices, A, B describe the contribution of device and boundary charge respectively on the potential on the device, and C, D describe the contribution of
device and boundary charge respectively on the potential on
the boundary. Under point charge approximation, the potential ⌽i at each element consists of an on-site potential ⌽ii and
a summation term for the contribution to that potential of all
the charges in the system, as follows:
N

⌽i = ⌽ii + 兺

j⫽i

⌽ii =

sj⌬S j
,
4兩兩ri − r j兩兩

共8兲

si冑⌬Si
si⌬Si
Qtot
=
,
=
4Reff 4冑⌬Si/4
2

共9兲

where ⌽ii is the on-site energy of the rectangular surfaces on
the boundary nodes. The effect of charge imaging due to the
presence of different dielectric regions in the device is also
taken into account. Once the electrostatic Kernel K共r , r⬘兲 is
built, the potential on the device can be calculated from 共8兲
to be
⌽D = 共A − BD−1C兲nD + BD−1⌽B .

共10兲

The details of this computation are described in Ref. 22.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The electronic properties of GNRs along various orientations have been widely studied.7,8,23,24 Using simple
-orbital tight-binding approaches, zigzag GNRs and armchair GNRs have been predicted to have metallic and semiconducting properties, respectively. Although a recent theoretical study showed that zigzag GNRs can also have a small
band gap when spin effects are considered,25 the band gap is
too small to be used for MOSFET-type devices. In this work,
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therefore, we focus on exploring the physical properties and
device performance of armchair GNR MOSFETs.
A. 1D contacts versus 2D semi-infinite contacts

The nature of the contacts plays an important role in the
transport properties of nanostructures. We explore the dimensional effect of the contacts on the properties of the armchair
GNR devices shown in Fig. 2 for two types of contacts, the
1D perfectly coupled contacts, and the 2D semi-infinite contacts. As stated earlier, by 1D contacts we mean that the
contact is a physical extension of the channel 共having the
same width兲, and it extends infinitely in only one dimension,
共therefore 1D兲. By 2D contacts we define the contact as a
semi-infinite graphene sheet, connected to the channel that
extends infinitely in two dimensions 共therefore 2D兲. Figures
2共a兲–2共c兲 present the device structure, transmission versus
energy, T共E兲, and density of states versus energy, DOS共E兲,
for 12.5 nm long and 1.4 nm wide armchair GNR with 1D
contacts. Due to the perfect contacts, the device behaves just
like a homogenous structure in equilibrium. The staircase in
T共E兲 and sharp peaks in DOS共E兲 reflect the infinite 1D material’s characteristics. As the GNR becomes wider, the
shapes of T共E兲 and DOS共E兲 will become closer to that of 2D
graphene sheets, cf., Fig. 1, because the quantum confinement effects become weaker and eventually lose their importance in large size device structures.
Figures 2共d兲–2共f兲 show the device structure, transmission versus energy, T共E兲, and density of states versus energy,
DOS共E兲, respectively, for 60 nm long and 1.4 nm wide armchair GNR with 2D contacts. Compared to the results of the
GNR device with 1D contacts, the overall shapes of T共E兲 and
DOS共E兲 of two cases are similar. The small oscillations on
the curves are attributed to reflections from the interfaces
between the ribbon and the graphene half-plane. A localized
peak appears in the middle of the band gap in Fig. 2共f兲 resulting from the metallic property of the 2D graphene sheet.
Since the Fermi level of the intrinsic GNR also resides at
midgap, the metal-induced gap states are expected to cause
Fermi level pinning and degrade the device performance.
Although these do not affect the transmission 关Fig. 2共e兲兴 for
long channel devices under equilibrium, they are expected to
contribute to tunneling currents in particularly in short channel devices. They can also affect longer channel devices by
enhancing scattering processes under high drain bias. In order to examine the performance potential of ballistic GNR
MOSFETs, we focus in this article on armchair GNR
MOSFETs with 1D perfect contacts.
B. Performance of armchair GNR MOSFETs

To explore the performance of armchair GNR MOSFETs
with 1D contacts, a double gate MOSFET structure as shown
in Fig. 3 is used. Figure 3共a兲 shows the side view of the
device, where the GNR is placed between two insulator layers, assumed to be SiO2 of 1 nm thickness. Gate electrodes
are placed in the top and bottom of the insulators. The source
and drain regions are assumed to be doped GNR regions
with 0.08 electrons per carbon atom, corresponding to 1.37
⫻ 108 electrons/ m. Figure 3共b兲 shows the top view of the

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 共a兲 A schematic diagram of the simulated dual-gate
carbon nanoribbon MOSFETs. The source and drain are heavily doped nanoribbon contacts while the channel is undoped. The oxide thickness 共tins兲 is
1 nm in this study. 共b兲 Top view of 共a兲.

GNR channel. 共We note here that all parts of the device are
treated in 3D. For example, the insulators that surround the
GNR are cuboids in 3D with 1 nm thickness. For the calculations in this work, the width of the insulators and the metallic gates are assumed to be twice the GNR width. The
length of the gate is equal to the length of the undoped channel and the length of the insulators is equal to the length of
the whole simulated device.兲 In this work, a 1.4 nm wide and
a 1.8 nm wide armchair GNR, with a band gap of approximately 0.8 eV and 0.66 eV, respectively, are used to explore
the ON-currents and OFF-currents performance of the
MOSFET-type device. The channel is assumed to be 12.5 nm
long and undoped.
Using the NEGF approach, the local density of states
versus energy and position, LDOS共x , E兲, is calculated. We
computed the density of states of the device according to the
realistic atomic positions, but plot LDOS共x , E兲 by averaging
the value per atom in a unit cell. Figure 4共a兲 shows the
LDOS共x , E兲 in the device under equilibrium, including parts
of the source and drain. The upper and lower dashed lines
correspond to the energies of the edges of the first conduction subband and the first valence subband of the device. In
the conduction band region, the oscillation patterns are attributed to quantum mechanical reflections, whereas the second and third subbands are clearly visible. The separations of
the subbands are around 0.5 and 0.7 eV which agrees with
the subband separations obtained from the dispersion relations in an infinitely long 1.4 nm wide armchair GNR. The
strong oscillation patterns of the LDOS visible in the source
and drain are also observed in previous theoretical studies of
a semiconductor nano-MOSFETs and CNT MOSFETs,15,26,27
and are created from quantum reflections off the barrier of
the channel. The light-gray colored area in the band gap
under the first conduction band, especially inside the channel
region, corresponds to the density of states caused by the
evanescent tail of the electron wave function inside the
source and drain that penetrates into the undoped channel
region. Under certain operating bias, these states could contribute to tunneling and degrade the device performance. In
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FIG. 4. 共a兲 The local density of states, LDOS共x , E兲, at equilibrium. Dashed
lines show the band profile of the lowest conduction band and the highest
valence band of 1.4 nm width armchair GNR. The second and third conduction subbands are clearly seen in the plot, as well as quantum levels in the
valence band due to longitudinal confinement. 共b兲 The ballistic current density spectrum, J共x , E兲, normalized by q2 / h, for VG = 0.7 V and VD = 0.4 V.
Current contribution comes from electrons above the top of the barrier and
below the Fermi level of the source 共EFS = 0 in this case兲.

the valence band region, localized states due to quantum
confinement effects caused by the quantum well that is
formed, can be clearly observed. These states would also
contribute to tunneling currents when the top of the valence
band is close to the bottom of the conduction band of the
source, for example under strong negative gate biases, and
hence play an important role to band-to-band tunneling devices. They could be washed out by increasing the channel
length or the GNR width.
Next, we plot the current density spectrum in the transport direction of the channel versus energy, J共x , E兲. Similarly
to LDOS共x , E兲, the averaged J共x , E兲 in a unit cell under
VDS = 0.4 V and VGS = 0.7 V, normalized by q2 / h, is shown
in Fig. 4共b兲. Due to the ballistic transport assumption, the
current density is constant at each energy throughout the entire length of the device. The main contribution to the current
comes from the energy window region between the chemical
potential of the source 共located at E = 0兲 and the top of the
barrier between the source and channel. Quantum simulations capture both thermionic emitted and tunneling currents
which can be important. Tunneling currents will be discussed
in more detail later on.
The source-to-drain current versus VDS for different VGS
values of the armchair GNR MOSFET is shown in Fig. 5共a兲,
indicating good MOSFET-type device behavior. The current

J. Appl. Phys. 102, 054307 共2007兲

FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Simulated current IDS vs VDS for a 1.4 nm wide
and 12.5 nm channel long armchair GNR at VGS = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 V. 共b兲
Simulated current IDS vs VGS for a 1.4 nm wide and 12.5 nm long channel
armchair GNR at VDS = 0.05 and 0.4 V, as well as for a 1.8 nm wide and 12.5
nm long armchair GNR at VDS = 0.4 V.

density of these GNR MOSFETs at VGS = 0.6 V is around
6000 A / m, which satisfies the requirement of the 2006
ITRS report for the year 2015.28 Note that our simulations
use thicker insulators and smaller power supply 共0.4 V兲 compared to the projections of the 2006 ITRS report, and no
external series resistance was included in our calculations.
Figure 5共b兲 shows the IDS-VGS characteristics of a 1.4 nm and
1.8 nm wide armchair GNR MOSFETs. The corresponding
band gaps of the two devices are EG = 0.8 eV and EG
= 0.66 eV, respectively. The DIBL is 30 mV/V and 53 mV/V
respectively, whereas the subthreshold swings are 65 mV/dec
and 70 mV/dec. These values are smaller than DIBL
= 122 mV/ V and S = 90 mV/ decade, that are the estimated
values of a double gate, 10 nm scaled Si MOSFETs.14 This
can be attributed to the better gate control on the electrostatics of the GNR MOSFET device compared to Si MOSFETs.
A GNR is a monolayer material, i.e., the ultimate ultra-thin
body channel. Two-dimensional electrostatic effects, therefore, are suppressed and DIBL is reduced. The fundamental
thermal limit of SS= 60 mV/ decade at room temperature is,
however, not achieved because the light effective mass of
carriers in the GNR and the short channel length in combination with the small band gap enhance source-to-drain tunneling. Due to the smaller band gap, the OFF-state current of
the 1.8 nm wide MOSFET is about two orders of magnitude
higher than that of the 1.4 nm wide MOSFET, and its SS is
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FIG. 7. Simulated Gn共x , E兲 at VDS = 0.4 V and VGS = −0.6 V. When the
quantum levels in the channel’s valence band are close to the bottom of
source’s conduction band, more electrons start tunneling between bands and
current starts to increase.
FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 Ratio of the tunneling current 共solid line兲 and thermionic current 共dashed line兲 to the total current at VDS = 0.05 V 共circle兲 and
VDS = 0.4 V 共diamond兲 for VGS from −0.6 V to 0.7 V. The quantum tunneling current plays an important role in the OFF current when the gate voltage
decreases. When VGS is smaller than −0.3 V, the tunneling current dominates the OFF current.

higher too. This quantum tunneling current plays a significantly important role in the OFF-state of MOSFET and SS
degradation.
Figure 6 shows the ratio of quantum tunneling current
共solid line兲 and thermionic 共dashed line兲 current to the total
current versus VGS bias. The tunneling current is calculated
from current contribution under the top of the barrier, and the
thermionic current is calculated from the current contribution
above the top of the barrier. Both results are presented at
VDS = 0.4 V 共diamonds兲 and VDS = 0.05 V 共circles兲 for VGS
from −0.6 V to 0.7 V. We found that, when VGS decreases
共more negative bias兲, the ratio of quantum tunneling current
to the total current increases. This is because the barrier
height increases as VGS decreases, reducing all thermally
emitted contribution. When VGS is less than −0.2 V, the tunneling current due to band-to-band tunneling mechanisms
completely dominates, and thus determines the OFF-current.
As VGS increases 共more positive bias兲, the tunneling current
decreases 共since the band to band tunneling mechanisms are
inhibited兲, but around 0.3 V it increases again due to the
quantum tunneling currents under the top of the barrier. Thus
the tunneling current plays a less important role when the
device is in the ON-state 共under high gate bias兲 because most
of electrons would go above the top of the barrier, just like in
a classical MOSFET. The tunneling current, however, still
cannot be ignored because it contributes about 20% of the
total current even at ON-state conditions 共VG = 0.7 V and
VDS = 0.4 V兲.
Figure 7 shows the electron density versus energy along
the length of the device, Gn共x , E兲 at VD = 0.4 V and VG =
−0.6 V. The quantum states in the valence band provide the
paths to achieve band-to-band 共BTBT兲 currents. Once these
valence band states rise entirely above the bottom of the
conduction band of the source 共stronger negative gate bias兲,
the current will increase dramatically. This phenomenon ac-

counts for the rise in current at negative bias, see e.g., below
VG = −0.2 V in Fig. 5共b兲. This behavior is similar to that
observed experimentally14 and theoretically15 for carbon
nanotube transistors. BTBT MOSFET operation can be
achieved in this way. Since the thermionic-tunneling current
can be ignored in these operating conditions, the SS would
not follow the thermal limit. Therefore, BTBT MOSFETs are
expected to outperform the normal MOSFETs in terms of SS
behavior 共sub-60 mV/dec at room temperature兲, something
experimentally demonstrated for CNT MOSFETs. 共In our
simulations there is an indication of this sub-60 mV/dec behavior which can be further enhanced, but an analysis and
optimization of a band-to-band tunneling type of device28 is
beyond the scope of this article兲. Due to the similar electronic structure of GNRs and CNTs, GNRs should also have
the potential for BTBT type of MOSFETs applications. This
type of device however, might suffer from the low drive
current capabilities due to the reduced magnitude of the tunneling currents.28
IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we described the real space quantum transport simulation for GNR FETs using NEGF approach based
on a -orbital TB method. The model was used to investigate the interface properties of an armchair GNR MOSFET
with 1D and 2D contacts. Semimetallic 2D graphene sheet
contacts induce localized states in the middle of the band
gap. These states cause Fermi level pinning and degrade the
device performance. We focused, therefore, on the 1D contact case for which no MIGS states occur, and investigated
the device performance of a ballistic armchair 12.5 nm channel length GNR MOSFETs with 1.4 nm and 1.8 nm widths.
The device structure assumed was a double gate MOSFET
with a 1 nm insulator thickness. We found that these GNR
MOSFETs have the potential for better performance than a
double gate, 10-nm-scale Si MOSFETs in terms of SS,
DIBL, and on-current. Although tunneling processes cannot
be ignored and degrade the performance of GNR MOSFETtype device, they might find potential applications to GNR
MOSFETs operating in the BTBT mode.
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